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About This Content

Dig in and go down deep in the mine where you may strike it rich in Crazy Machines 2 Jewel Digger Add on! Join the Crazy
Professor on his mining caper in gold and jewel laden mines! A whole new set of awesome parts and puzzles await!

Come on get ready to get stake your claim while you create and solve level after level of wacky contraption fun! And, don't
forget the dynamite! Don your safety helmet, grab your pick ax and head into the mine with a spiffy new set of parts and items!
Use your drill to harvest robust blocks of soil, stone and granite. Do it right and release sparkling jewels as you destroy blocks!
Valuable Red Rubies, lush green Emeralds, pure white Diamonds and deep blue Sapphires, each more beautiful than the last,

plus gold nuggets are just waiting for you!

Eureka! We struck gold! Find out just how many nuggets you need to create a gold bar, what you trigger when you drop a jewel,
and choose from a variety of fire sources to heat up your furnace.

Check out the fun new experiments the professor has dug up for you to solve including, Bling Bling!, Jewels for All, Make Gold
to Gold, Coal to Gold, What goes up must come down, Collector's Passion, A Long Journey, and more!

Features

Build mining contraptions

Harvest jewels and gold
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Solve 8 new mind bending puzzles

Enjoy all 20 new parts (including variations), & the cool new mining background

NOTE: This is an "add-on" to Crazy Machines 2. You must own Crazy Machines 2 in order to use this product.
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Gret point and click hidden object game, it has lots of great puzzles which actually make you think. The main game was fun but
when I got to the bonus chapters I stopped getting achievements and the task and hints got stuck on the prison cell which is the
first room in the bonus content...I was able to complete it but it didnt record the achievements in steam and the bonus
minigames show as locked still.. IT IS ALL GOOD NOW! GG

*no longer actual
Random CTD crashes (without any out of sync or stuttering warnings) during online play with a friend against AI. Never
experienced in this form before. Also, restoring game does not work as it just jumps back to main menu every time I click at
any saved game file. Yet another example of a release which is broken at launch. It just isn't AAA title this time. FIX IT guys!!!

edit from 11/27/2015. Game restore sort of "works" now as a host I even got into the actual game but no longer than for 1-5
secs. The game desynches then no matter what. My friend however, when invited to the lobby of the restored game always finds
out that the game does not remember nothing at his side. What team was he in? What colour he was? How were the other (AI)
teams (nations, colours, alliances), only non-random acteur he sees is me as the host. Soon it will be a month from the release
and a multiplayer portion of the game is still unplayable due to aforementioned issues!. oh i can click no just once?

it's absolutely stupid compared to the first one. no love for details in this sequel. ITS A REALLY FUTURISTIC KIND OF
SOCCER whoops sry for caps ahhemm anyways there are 6 weapons in the game my favorite weapon is the shock cannon its a
really hard beam to get but its worth it so il; give it a 5\/5 its a awsome game to add to your collection. good platform and good
fun game ever :). Short but fun little game.
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This is such a good soundtrack. I didn't here Fall Again in the game, but it's a really good song.. \u0418\u0433\u0440\u0430
\u043d\u043e\u0440\u043c \u0434\u043b\u044f \u0417\u0411\u0422. one of the best platformers in steam and a shiny gem

1-random rooms everytime you start in base
2-loot and crafting
3-base building
4-quests
5-the theme of toys is cool
6-tons of everything (monsters,weapons,skills and more)
7-challenging difficulty
8-there is a story
9-so addictive

10\/10. Reading the decription of this game, you might think it was a Mystery/Horror Visual Novel in the same vein as Corpse
Party, for example.
But for the most part, it's not. It's a Visual Novel about a bunch of kids strolling around in an empty, not at all scary school and
having very occasional freakouts. The atmosphere is very relaxed for most of the story and no one seems to actually be in
danger at all until things get very close to the endings. This is also reflected in the art. The CGs seem to mostly focus on almost-
but-not-quite showing off the rears of the female characters (which is actually an improvement over some of Corpse Party, lol),
rather than genuinely scaring, disturbing or intriguing you. Which is not what I come to this genre for.
I wont deny that there are some parts that are okay (mostly in Ayana's ending pre-credits, imo), but they are mostly drowned out
by mind-numbing boredom and the occasional facepalm.
Which brings us to the Mystery angle. Which is also not very good. The characters just kind of stumble around until someone
spouts some exposition at them, rinse and repeat. If you're lucky they might find an extremely unsubtle dokument or a very
obvious riddle which no one would have had any reason to write. But for the most part, there is nothing you can actually put
together on your own while the game alternates between revelations that are pretty obvious and those that are kind of ridiculous.
The characters are not particularly interesting either, especially the main character, who's only real character trait is that he's too
cool to give a damn.
This is probably not the worst VN in it's genre, but if you are looking for a dark atmosphere, a good scare or an interesting
mystery, I would recommend you to look elsewhere. And if you're just here for cute girls, there's better stuff in the Romance
genre.. The second installment for the game...however this is weird: It's got more a gameboy type of gameplay with the keys
(which you can't assign). Still the achievements are there and they are plenty.

The only reason I'm recommending this is basically 2 reasons:
1) Achievements for just screwing around in the game
2) It's a break from other online games which can get toxic after a while.

If you have the money to buy this on sale, then do that rather.. Clean presentation. Nice soundtrack. Challenging puzzles. I've
only played the first 10 levels, and I can tell it will be well worth the money. Little puzzlers like this are good to have around..
It's fun you just need good headphones and 1 friend.. Sub par graphics, not very fun.. My son suckered me into buying this. I
Sent him home to bed early and played 2.6 hours on my first try. If you liked trains as a child and loved the idea of having a
very large track layout in a room, then this is for you.

At first, the control scheme is a pain, the tutorial needs real help, and I didn't look for a tutorial either or notes on how to use
this simluator.

As far as it goes, the trigger is important on the controls:
Holding Trigger grabs objects and if you grabbed a table and while the control illuminates red, hit the trackpad once to unlock
and move then press tracks again while holding trigger and table to snap tables in place and on the floor. (its a pain at first but
feels very natural after getting the controller scheme figured out.)

Holding Trigger to an object and while gripping the controller at the same time deletes objects including table (it turns red and
brightens to max and deletes).

Holding trigger forms finger to press buttons on virtual controls and virtual drawer.
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gripp one controller in air to move height or direction by moving your arm.
grip 2 controllers at the same time and swing your arms around side to side to rotate room.

lots of wierd combination but once you figure out what these do during gameplay, you then realise it is one overlooked piece of
simulation that needs your attention. After figuring out controller scheme, it feels very natural.

Another trick. Holding a piece of pavement and over a table with trigger hold, while holding trigger, I hit the track pad and
sprinkle the pavement on the table like parmesan cheese on spaghetti. So cool.

Right now, I'm trying to figure out how to divert my son's attention so I can add more hours into this simulator. I ended up really
liking it.. i love cats
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